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!---Introduction. 
This Thesis, suggested by Professor Ne~ell, · is ~ p~rt of 
~ gener~l pl•n to prepqre • scheme for the detection of common 
org~nic compounds. 
This p~per is limited to the Phenolic Compounds ~nd Al-
dehydes. While continued work h~s been done upon both of these 
groups, no ~ttempt h~s been m~de at ~n ~rr~ngement of the com-
pounds into a scheme permitting group an~lyeis, ~e in inorg~nic 
chemistry. 
The writer is gre~tly indebted to the work by s. P. Mul-
liken. The teste devised by him h~ve been of gre~t v~lue in 
working out the present scheme. 
In no work has the writer of this paper found wh~t ap-
pe~red to be ~ use of the solubility grouping. This fe~ture, 
together with the t~bul~r l•boratory working sheets are new in 
the field of organic chemic~l •nqlysie, ~nd the writer hopes 
th~t they may prove of assistance to chemical an~lyeis. 
The paper is especiAlly adApted for the use of students 
who are limited in time, and who must work in an open labor~tory. 
Many of the details have been worked over to meet these demands. 
Suggestions have been received from many books, and valuable 
help was given by Professor Newell, who assisted in the direction 
of the work • 
' 
J 
II-- - Notee on the Metho~ of An~lyeie. 
II---Notes on the Methods of Analysis. 
In th~ c~rrying out of the ~ccomp~nying work on org~nic 
an~lysis, th~ writer is indebted m~inly to the works of Weston, 
Reid, Schimpf, and Mulliken. Many v~luable suggestions were 
found in all the methode used by these authors, but no one scheme 
seemed to be quite suited to the plan that the writer had in mind 
when devising this scheme. 
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In Weston's book the scheme of analysis is centered about 
the use of the esters of the phenol alcQhols, aldehydes ~nd ethers. 
The scheme is based on individual tests for these compounds. They 
are simple and give good re~ulte, bfit lack the systematic view-
point, which was desired by the writer in his scheme. 
of compounds 'tested is ~leo less than that desired . 
The number 
The scheme devised by Schimpf is more systematic in its 
preliminary schemes . than that of We ston, but the individual tests 
are not systematized enough to permit rapid work in the laboratory, 
and in the hands of a beginner in organic qualitative analysis, 
may lead to some confusion in determining where to look for hie 
teste. The work is admirablefor its explanations and preliminary 
~nalyses. It is more comprehensive in its range of phenolic com~ 
pounds than the scheme by Weston. Schimpf's scheme was devised 
with pharmRceutic a l students in mind, and is a splendid work for 
that br~nch, but the scheme is not exactly adaptable to the writ-
er's needs. 
The scheme by Reid possesses too mRny quantitative ele-
ments which does not make it use~ble in the scheme that the 
writer wishes to use. 
The preparation of . the Para-Nitrobenzyl Bromid is ~ task 
th~t could only be given to expert chemical manipulators, 
and can be carried out only in a laboratory set aside for such 
work. Its use in an open laboratory would be questionable. To 
quote Reid, "The vapors of the hot alcoholic solution of the 
bromide are irritating to the eyes and nose, but the reagent it-
self when once purified is almost odorless and can be handled 
without discomfort." "It is hoped that a more convenient method 
of preparation may be found. Several have been tiled." 
Again, the fact that the Rnalyst must depend upon exactly 
weighed amounts, exactly weighed products, which must be carefully 
dried, and then an exact melting point determined, would be likely 
to cause considerable trouble for the type of student the author 
i~'ti1 of the following scheme has in . It is too quantitative. The 
method is admirable for research laboratories, but not simple 
enough for an elementary scheme. 
The scheme by Mulliken is the most elaborate, comprehen-
sive, and beet suited work that the writer was able to find. Its 
very comprehensiveness, however, caused the writer to feel that 
it could not be used with good judgement by a beginner in element-
ary qualitative organic analysis. As a reference book the writer 
of the present scheme believes that Mulliken's work is without an 
equal. 
The scheme devised by Mulliken is systematic and covers 
very completely the whole range of the organic field. It is di-
vided into orders and sub-orders, and under these are the teste 
for the individual compounds. The teste are, in most cases, 
simple and direct. 
• 
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Another ~~ctor to be considered i~ the books by Mulliken 
were to be used in the l~b~ratory is their expensiveness . The ~rk is 
especially ~dapted to re~erence and ~eeearch work, and in these 
fields the books h~ve no peers. 
The writer h~ s tried to devise a scheme covering the phenol-
ic compounds ~nd a ~ew o~ the ~ldehydes. Speci ~ l ~ttention h~e been 
P• id the phenolic compounds, because the number o~ aldehydes used 
rloes not seem to w~rr ~nt ~ more el a bor a te cl a sei~ication. 
The phenolic compounds a re grouped in the order o~ their 
solubilities in cold water, hot wa ter, alcohol, a nd a group com-
prising some o~ the nitro-phenols. This systematizes the sub-ord~r 
in a w~y that is new in the ~ield of org•nic ~nalyeis, a nd permits 
a r~pid a nd yet certain way o~ eliminating many compounds by elim-
!nation tests. In ~ course o~ element a ry organic a n a lysis the 
time f a ctor is to be considered i~ a ny ~ppreci able amount o~ 
ground is to be covered, and unless some method of elimina ting 
~nd ~ a cilit • ting the choice o~ compoundsie used, time is wa sted. 
All other schemes studied a nd used in the prepar ~ tion of the writ-
er's scheme have required that~ gre a t number o~ testa be m~de in 
se a rching ~or a n unknown, bec a use there wa s no method devised tha t 
would elimin~ te a nd cl a ssify compounds to ena ble a quick ~inding 
of the compound sought for. 
The writer h~s ~ leo devised a t a bul a r scheme ~or use in the 
mqking o~ individua l te~3 ts, which while not entirely new h a s been 
worked out a nd el a bor a ted to a n extent which has not been ~ound in 
the works o~ ~ny other a nalyst. Once the unknown compound has bee n 
l o c ated in its solub i l i ty group, t h e checking o ~ the co mp ound i s 
~ a cilitated by t he t ~bul~r working sheet, in whi ch t h e study o f 
i t s phy s i c a l p roper t i es, and the resulting colorations, a fter using 
• 
the indic~ted solutions, ~re pl~ced in horizont~l lines, e~aily 
re~d ~nd quickly understood by the an~lyst. 
In the use of the present scheme the writer believes he 
h~e kept ~11 the ~dv~ntages of other schemes with the ~dditional 
advantages of e~ving time in the laboratory, thus enabling a 
greater amount of ground to be covered with the same, or B greater 
degree of certainty in the finding of unknown compounds belonging 
to the suborders • 
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III-- - Ultim•te An~lyeis of Org~nic Compounds. 
III--Ultim~ie An~lyeie of Organic Compounds. 
If the substance chars when he~t~d on a piece of platinum 
foil, or burns with the evolution of Carbon Dioxide, it is very 
prob ~ bly ~n org~nic compound. 
Procedure For The Detection Of The Ultim~te Constituents. 
C~rbon: A em~ll qua ntity of the eubst~nce is he a ted in ~ 
teet tube with ~bout six times ita bulk of freshly ignited ~ pow-
dered cupric oxide. The mixture is pl ~ ced ~t the bo~ of the tube 
~nd covered with the oxide. Close the tube tightly with ~ cork 
cont~ining a bent delivery ·tube. H~ve one end of the tube immersed 
in ~ solution of B~rium Hydroxide. 
Heat the test tube containing the oxide mixture. Ca rbon 
Dioxide will be evolved, and the verification of this gas will be 
in the formation of Barium C~rbonate, shown to be present if the 
Barium Hydroxide solution becomes turbid. 
If B~rium Carbon~te is shown under these conditione Car-
bon is present in the eubst~nce. 
Hydrogen: If moisture collects on the cold, u_pper p a rt 
of the tube during the de -te rrni nJt ti on for Carbon--Hydrogen i e 
shown to be present. The subet~nce should be dried before m~king 
this teet. 
Other Elements. 
In oTder to det~rmine the presence of other elements th a n 
C<trbon and Hydro~en, the scheme used by Mulliken, with some modi-
fications, c~n be used. This scheme, while somewhat long, and 
requiring a t times coneiderJtble skill in manipul a tion, gives 
g ood results, ~nd h~s the v q lue of being a ble to distinguish be-
tween the h a logens, r a ther tha n being ~ teet for the detection of 
6 
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the h•logene, reg•rdless of which halogens may be present. The 
scheme also h•s the value of being exhaustive. 
Prec•utione to be observed in the sodium tests. 
An iron teet tube should be used in meltine the sodium, 
or if such • ·tube CRnnot be used, a strong quartz tube, with care-
ful use, will give good results. If nothing but common teet tubes 
~re av~ilable, coneider~ble cracking of the tubes will result, and 
this will cause, in most c~ses, the lose of the subet•nce being 
tested, as well as a lose of time. 
-~ 
This trouble can be overcome, however, if the observer will 
place bene•th the test tube a strong, small beaker. The beaker 
will serve to c~tch the leakages, as well Bs to serve to continue 
the experiment without lose of time. Should the tube crack, after 
the tube becomes cool, the alcohol can be poured into it, and then 
the tube and contents can be transfered into the be•ker by cr~cking 
off the part containing the substances to be tested. This can then 
be boiled in the beaker, glass pieces and all. The writer has 
found no case in which the substance will not be boiled off the 
gl•ss parte, and these can be left behind in the filtration. 
Care should be used by the obse~~er in placing the sub-
stances in the tube while the sodium is in • molten condition. If 
much of the substance is dropped on the aide of the tube, rather 
th•n directly on the sodium, incomplete combustion may result, 
with unsatisfactory tests following. 
If the substanci is a liquid it is advisable for the ob-
-server to prep•re a crook-neck dropping tube, with a rather long 
neck, as suggested by Dr. Newell. The liquid can then be dropped 
upon the sodium through a short distance. This will overcome un-
desirable ep~ttering, •nd protects the harid of the observer. 
If the substance is ~ solid, it should be finely powdered. 
A bent dropping spoon c~n e~sily be devi~ed, a nd the powder c a n be 
delivered upon the sodi um with a rotary motion. The spoon should 
a lways be dry o~ the powder will adhere to it. In no c~se should 
the powd e r be delivered upon the sodium with the fingers. Burna 
m~y result, and much of the powder will ~dh ~r e to the siJ e s of 
the tube, causing trouble in testing. 
(A) Sodium Fusion: Pl ace a test tube in a piece of as-
bestos board, mounted on a ring st~nd. If the · tube is of the 
common glqse follow the prec~uiions stated for the sodium fusion. 
he~t the tube to redness, being caFeful th~t cracking does not re -
sult. Drop in a piece of clean sodium, about the size of a pea. 
Heat the bottom of the tube . to redness, a nd when a violet v~por 
appe~rs ~bove the su~fac~ of the sodium, quickly dro~ the liquid 
or powdere d substBnce upon it, being c areful not to have any ad-
here to the sides of the tube. Five drops of the liquid, or ~ 
small pinch of the solid is usually sufficient to obtaih the teste. 
The observer must be prepared to work rapidly, but c a refully, as 
well as cautiously, for explosions may result, with a spattering 
of hot sodium. 
When the tube cools, add about ,_4 co. of a lcohol, and 
after ~ny action r~eulting has ceased, add ~ few cc. of water. 
At this point some of the sodium not used up in the fusion may be 
set free. Care should, therefore, be used. Boil the solution for 
five minutes, andfilter. The filtrate should be NEAR LY COLORLESS. 
If it is colored repeat the fusion. Label the filtr ate "s". 
(B) Sulphur: To one cc. of "s" add ' drops . of sodium 
8 
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nitroprusside solution~ If sulphur is present ~n intense, fleet-
ing purple color~tion will result. Or, the following test m~y be 
used. To 1 cc. of "s" ~nd 5 cc. of s~ium hydroxide, •dd ' drops 
of le ~d •cet•te. If Sulphur is present it will be precipit~ted 
8S bl~ck lead sulphide. 
(C) Nitrogen: To 2 cc. of "s" ~dd 1 cc, of Sodium Hydrox-
ide, and 1 cc . of Ferrous Sulph•te. Boil for two minutes. Add 
Hydrochloric Acid solution to clear the solution. Then add ~ few 
drops of Ferric Chloride, one drop at ~ time. ABLUE color will 
result if Nitrogen is present. If no blue color results i mmedi-
ately, •l low it to stand for a few minutes, filter, an d pour water 
through the filter p~per. The p a per will be st~ined blue if Nitro-
gen is present. 
Note ; this teet is not applicable to diazo s al ts, • s they 
lose the Nitrogen qt low temperatures (in sodium fusion). 
( n ) Nitrogen •nd Sulphur Present Together: Faintly acidify 
1 cc. of the "s" solution with Hydrochloric Acid. Add drop by drop 
' drops of Ferric Chloride. A red colored, ferric-sulpha-cyanide 
indic~tes the presence of Nitrogen and Sulphur together. This test 
may be omitted if the tests for Nitrogen and Sulphur h•ve been poe-
itive. It is • precaution•ry test. If an excess of sodium h~e 
been used in the sodium fusion no sulpho-cyanide will result, as 
the sulphides and cyanides will result in the fusion. The previ-
ous teste for Nitrogen an~ Sulphur are usually sufficient, if c~re 
has been used in the sodium fusion. 
(E) Phosphorus: Boil 1 cc, of the "S" solution with ' cc . 
of concentr~ted Nitric Acid . Allow the solution to cool . Mix 
this with two volumes of Acid Ammonium Molybd~te solution. Warm 
• 
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to 50° C., and allow it to stand for fifteen minutes. If "' yellow 
precipitate forms, Phosphorus is present. 
(F) Halogens: Prelimina ry Procedure. 
If Sulphur ~nd Nitrogen were both ~bsent acidify t cc. of 
the solution "s" with Nitric ~cid. Add a sm~ll ~mount of Silver 
Nitrate solution. If a precipi~ate appe ~ rs, it is a si~ver h a l-
ide. i:d::fl. Place the rem~. inder of "s" in tt smtt11 porcelain dish, 
add a small amount of dilute Sulphuric Acid until a faint acid 
results. Boil to about one third of its originttl volume. This 
removes the ~lcohol, which may interfere with the tests which ar~ 
to follow. Dilute the solution to 20 cc. Label the solution "H". 
If Sulphur and Nitrogen were both present, prepare solution 
"H" tts directed above~ and use 1 cc. of it, instead of the solution 
"s" in making the test for the silver halide. In the preparation 
of "H" Sulphur will be expelled "'S ·Hydrogen Sulphide, "'nd Nitro-
gen tts Hydrogen Cyttnide. If no Silver Halide precipitate is obt~in-
ed it is safe to assume that NO HALOGENS are present. 
Halogens: Detection of Individual Halogens. 
(G) Test for Iodine: Place t/2 solution "H" in "' 50 cc. 
separatory funnel. Add three drops of freshly prepared Nitrosyl-
Sulphuric solution. Shake out the iodine with Carbon Disulphide, 
using ttbout 5 cc. of the disulphide. A purple color shows Iodine. 
If Iodine is present repeat the shaking out until All of the Io-
dine is taken out . If thie precaution is not o b served the following 
test for Bro"mine m-t y prove uns~. tisfa.ctory. Separl'l.te out the Carbon 
Disu~phide. Filter the colorless solution and label it "h". 
(H) Test for Bromine: Tr~nsfer the solution"h" to a 100 
cc. round bottom flask. Inc 1 in e this f 1 "' s k d u r in g the he q_ t i n g • 
• 
Add to the solution 0.7 gm. of powdered Pot~ssium Chrom~te, ~nd 6 
cc. or concentrated Sulphuric Acid. Rinse the neck or the flask 
with distilled water. Fit ~ two-holed stopper to the flAsk, one 
hole h~ving in it ~n ebulition tube ~nd the other hole h~ving in 
it ~ thistle tube. Use some gl~ss be~ds in the bottom of the 
fl~sk. Boil briskly. Just before boiling begins insert A roll 
or fluorescein p~per in the thistle tube. If Bromine is present, 
the Bromine vapors chqnge the paper to B rose-pink color, due to 
the formation of eosin. The Chlorine is not set free. Repe~t 
teste until ALL the Bromine is set free, ~s a small tr a ce or it 
mBy affect the test for Chlorine, if it is used in R consecutive 
teet. Care must be taken not to boil the solution ~o briskly Bt 
the etRrt. At ~11 times try to avoid excessive bumping, for R 
sp~ttering of the liquid upon the fluorescein paper will color it, 
and spoil the test paper. 
(I) Test for Chlorine: Filter off about 10 cc. of the 
solution from the teet for Bromine. Dilute this to Bbout }0 cc, 
Add 2-~ cc. of Silver Nitrate. If the precipitate is reddish it 
,, 
may be silver chromate. Wash the precipitate, redissolve it in 
warm ~mmonium Hydroxide, and reprecipit~te with Nitric Acid. If 
Chlorine is present the precipitBte will be white--jilver 6hloride . 
TV---Methods of Procedur e to Detect Phenolic Compounds. 
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IV- --Methods of Procedure to Detect Phenolic Compounds. 
The detection of phenolic co~pounds is m~de in ~ gener~l w•y 
by two methods of procedure, Procedure I, ~nd Procedure II. 
Procedure I is qpplied to every compound, whether it be sol-
id or liquid. 
Procedure II is qpplied to ever y solid compo u n d th~t f~ils 
t o give ~ color • tion in Procedu re I . This test is not ~pplied to 
liquids, h owever. 
If compounds show the ch~rgcteri~tics of .henola in Pro-
cedure I they are clBssified as Phenols irieapective of the results 
of Procedure II. 
Procedure I--The Ferric Chloride Test. 
ALL TESTS INVOLVING COLOR ARE TO BE MADE I N WHITE LIGHT. 
PrepRration of the Ferric Chloride Solution. 
ObtRin some f e rric chloride RS free from impurities •s poe-
aible. MRke •n Rpproxim~tely tO % solution. The reRgent for Pro-
cedure I is then mRde by using 2 cc. of the 10 ~ ferric chloride 
solution with 1 cc. of w•ter. 
Procedure: About 0 .0 5 gm. of the aubst•nce is dissolved 
in cold w~ter. If the subst•nce does not dissolve in cold w•ter, 
heat the solution. COOL . Filter. To , cc. of the solution in ~ 
clean test tube held before • sheet of white paper, ~dd ' drops 
of the Feiric Chloride soJution, DROP BY DROP, WRiting 9fter e•ch 
addition to note •ny color chRnges. If no coloration results, 
repeat the test, using ~lcohol insteRd of water . 
If Any color~tion, transient or perm~nent, EXCEPT ~ YEL-
• 
LOW OR NEAR SH,DE OF YELLOW RESULTS the subat~nce is very likely a 
phenol. 
Yellow ~nd orange-yellow colorations have to be disreg • rded 
in using ferric chloride ~s a test, because many of these hues re-
sult in the presence of some poly•tomic alcohols. A strong yellow 
~lao results if •lcohol is used as ~ solvent. 
The color•tions of phenols with ferric chloride ~re due to 
formation of unst•ble iron salts. The color•tions ~re numerous, qnd 
in moat c•ses very delic~te, and sh ould be comp•red with • standard 
color c•rd. Under no conditions should ~ color test be m~de in 
yellow light if •ccu~ate results are to be expected. 
chloride test is Rpplicable to cold solutions only. 
Procedure II--The Test with Alkali. 
The ferric 
Test for solubility by pl•cing •bout OF1 gm. of the finely 
powdered subst~nce in • cle•n teat tube with 1-2 cc. of water. 
Agitate the test tube. If the subst•nce dissolves completely in 
cold w~ter •nd g ives no color•tion with ferric chloride it is 
s~fe to assu~e the aubst~nce is NOT ' PHENOL. 
If the subst•nce did not dissolve notice•bly in cold wRter, 
test for solubility in • cold •queous solution of sodium hydroxide 
(1:10), by •dding 1 cc. of the .hydroxide to the mixture. Shake well 
~or one or two minutes. If the subat•nce dissolves, the compound 
is probably a phenol. Most phenols give no coloration with Rlka-
line solutions. Should ~ coloration occur it is significant qnd 
indicates the presence of a phenol . . The colors obtained are varia-
ble, sometimes very brilliant, sometimes fugitiv ~and va~ying with 
the ch a nge, someti~es not being very strong until stirred well. 
Yellows and browns are prominent. 
• 
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With the exception of some poly~tomic phenols like Resor-
cin and Pyrog~llol, most phenols in ~ solid st~te ~re not e~sily 
soluble in cold water, but dissolve readily in a cold sodium hy-
droxide solution, the solubility in some c~ses depending on the 
concentration of the alk~li solution. The use of a weak hydroxide 
solution At the beginning is not ~dvieed. A very small number of 
solid phenols will not dissolve unless the alkali is much stronger 
. th~n norm~l . 
• 
V---Gener~l Physic~l and Chemic•l Ch•racteristics 
of the Phenols • 
,, 
V---General Physic~! •nd Chemical Char~cteristice .of the Phe~ols. 
A large number of the solid phenols are odorless and taste-
lese, while m~ny of the ordinary phenols, as phenol, eugenol, ~nd 
methyl s•licyl~te, possess ~ntense and character~stic odors and 
tastes. Most of the phenols are soluble _ih soluti9ns of ca~stic 
soda, and Rll except a few simpler phenols, as phenol, resorcin, 
and pyrogallol, are nearly insoluble in ~old w~ter. 
All the water-soluble phenols either give teats with distinct 
colorations, when ferric chloride is used as a teat £elution ~ o~elae 
solutions in dilute sodium hydroxide turn brown rapidly when ex-
posed to air, due to oxidation. 
Potassium permanganate will be reduced in the col~ by many 
phenols, when in an alkaline solution~ while a small number, in-
cluding many of the polyatomi6 phenols, will reduce Tollen 1 s re-
agent, with the throwing out of free silver. Most of the phenols 
are readily soluble - in cold concentrated sulphuric acid, and are 
not reprecipitated with cold water. 
The color reactions of the phenols a re numerous. Those de-
pending on fusion with phthalic anhydride, treatment with sulphuric 
acid containing oxides of nitrogen, or _with ~rom•tic di~zonium s~lte, 
all have an~lytical ~ppllcation . . Some phenols, like alph•-n~phthol, 
whose dilute solutions are very little, or not ~t all colored by 
ferric chloride, are bxldized by it, and then precipitated . from 
~ the solutions as insoluble condensation products. - Substitution 
by halogens, or by nitro groups are very easily made fdr a portion 
of the aromatic hydrogen in phenols. Dilute aqueous solutions of 
phenols give precipitates upon treatment with an excess of bromine 
water. A few phenols, like· gui~col, give characteristic crystal-
line deriv~tives with picric ~cid. · The color~tions with ~erric 
chioride h~ve been disc~ssed. 
Precautions: The an~lyst should give due c~re to obt~in-
ing distinct color re~ctions. If, for instRnce, •n excess of 
~erric chloride be •dded, the color cloud mRy form so r~pidly, or 
mRy be so deep thRt the chRr•cteristic color is obscured. It is 
best to add the ferric chloride drop by drop, taking time to ob-
serve possible ch~ngee. 
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• 
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VI---Specific Tests for Individu~l Phenolic Compounds. 
Reference sheets. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Alpha-N~phthol: 
c10 H7 (oH) 
Monoclinic. Phenolic odor. Difficultly soluble 
in hot water; e•sily soluble in ~lcohol, ether, 
benzene, or •lkalies. 
Dissolve a smAll amount of alpha-naphthol in alcohol. Add 
to this solution about 1 cc. of a bleaching powder solution. A vi-
olet color•tion, chaniing to brown on standing, results. 
Confirm this by using Mulliken's test which ~ives good re-
sults. Dissolve ~bout 0.05 gm. of alpha-naphthol in 10 cc. of a 
t % sodium hydroxide solution. Add 5 drops of chloroform, and boil 
20 seconds. 
Alpha~naphthol gives at first a clear BLUE. Compare with 
color card. In from 12 to 15 minutes the color changes to a BLUISH-
GREEN. 
Beta-Naphthol: Leqflet crystals. Melting point 122°. Solu~le in 
c10H7(oH) hot water. E~sily soluble in ether, alcohol and 
benzene~ 
Dissolve some Beta-Naphthol in alcohol, add about 1 cc. of 
a bleaching powder solution. A yellow color, which turre brown on 
standing, results . 
Confirm with Mulliken's teet which give~ positive . results. 
Dissolve some Beta-Naphthol in alcohol. Add two drops of ferric 
chloride solution (test reagent). The first coloration is BLUE, 
which fades rapidly, ( compare with al~ha-naphthol), passing 
through GREEN-BLUE and YELLOW SHADES in ten minutes. 
---------------~----~----------------~---------------------------
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-------------------------------------------------------------------
Carvacrol: A viscous oil. Solidifies ~t -20°. Found in origanum 
CH,(OH)c,H7 oil; obtained from carvone, a constituent of car~way oil. 
Dissolve ~ small amo unt of da~v~crol in . 95 ~alcohol. Add 
carefully, DROP BY DROP, 4 drops of ferric chloride. An IMPURE GREEN 
color results which ch anges rapidly to BLUE, then to GREE N, t hen 
fad es r~pidly . Th is test ~ ~1u llik c;n) C l'li:l lw co :c1 f ir :nc .l ~ ... f o l lows:-
Dissolve A small amount of carv~crol in a 95 ~ solution of 
R.lc ohol. Add c a refully about 6 drops of · ~ strong silver nitrate 
solution, allowing it to run down th e side of th e tube. A.. BB.OVTN 
RING •t the top of the solution, with "' flocculent precipitat e . 
--------------------------------------------------- ----------------
Catechol: Colorleas, pl~te cr y stals. Melting point 104°, Original-
ly obtained from c a techu by distillation. Now mRde 
synthetically. 
Dissolve some catechol in alcohol. A.dd "!.bout 1 c c. of Feh-
ling's solution . . He~t. RED-BROWN coloration . Dissolve SJme cate-
chol in a lcohol, and Rdd 2 drops of ferric chloride. A GREEN color-
ation results. Add to this solution 1 cc. of a strong sodium bi-
carbonate solution. A RED coloration results. If this does not 
appear at once, he,t the solution sli ght ly. 
Phenyl S a licylate (Salol); Wh ite, cr y stalline substa nce. Soluble 
in a lcohol; difficultly soluble in wa-
ter. Fa int aromatic odor. 
Dissolve some of the phenyl sali cyl ate in alcoho l. Add 2 
drops of f e rric chloride. A VIOLET coloration results. Confirm this 
by Shimpf 1 s test: Dissolve 0,2 gm. of phenyl salicyl ate in a bout 2 
cc. of warm sodium hydroxide. Acidify with HCl . A pr tri. i t n. t e f or m s • 
ODOR OF PHENOL. 
-----------~--- - ------------------------------ - ---- - -----------------
• 
--- -- - - - -------------------------------~--------------------------
G u i~col: : Colorless, cryst~lline solid, or colorless liquid with 
C6R4(0H)OCH' ~ faint ~romatic odor. Soluble in ~lcohol ~nd ether; 
partly soluble in WBter. 
Dissolve some of th~ guiacol in ~lcohol. Add 2 or ' drops 
of ferric chloride. A GREEN color which changes to BROWN in five 
to ten minutes results. 
Confirm with Shimpf 1 s test: Dissolve 1 gm. of guiacol in 
1 cc. of water. Add a hot solution of picric ~cid (6.2 gm. picric 
acid in 5 cc. of water) to the first solution. Shake. Allow to 
cool. YELLOW-ORANGE crystals will be formed in about five minutes. 
------------------------------------------~-----------------------
Gallic Acid: Light, yellowish brown cryst a ls. Soluble in alcohol; 
C6H2(0H))COOH slightly soluble in cold w~ter; readily soluble in 
hot ~~ter; slightly soluble in . ether. 
Dissolve some of the g~llic acid in hot water. 
solution to cool. Add ' or 4 drops of ferric chloride. 
coloration results. 
Allow the 
A BLUE-GREEN 
Dissolve some of the gallic acid in concentrated sulphuric 
acid. Heat slightly. A GREEN coloration changing finally to deep 
PURPLE. 
Confirm by Perkin's teet: Dissolve some gallic acid in a 
solution of potassium cyanide. A PINK coloration results which 
disapears rapidly. Sh~ke the solution violently in ~ir--the PINK 
coloration returns. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------
Hydroquinone: Slightly sweetish t~sting solid. Partly soluble in 
cold w~ter; e~sily soluble in eather and ~lcohol. 
Saturate a small amount of w~ter with hydroquinone. To this 
solution add 3 to 4 drops of ferric chloride. A YELLOW-ORANGE col-
or~tion results. 
Dissolve some hydroquinone in w~ter. Add some sodium hy-
droxide. Expose to the ~ir. Solution turns BROVN in five to ten 
minutes. 
To ~ solution of hydroquinone add some silver nitr~te solu-
tion. He~t. The silver nitrate is reduced. 
Add some F~hling 1 s solution to ~ solution of hydroquinone. 
Do not heat. The Fehling's ~olution is reduced in the cold. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Ortho~Crescil: A crystalin~ solid. Soluble in water, •lcohol, an d 
ether •. 
· Dissolve a very f~w crystals in w~ter, : Add 2 to 3 drops 
of ferric chloride. A VIOLET-BLUE color9tion results, which 
changes to YELLOW in five minutes. After five minutes a TURBID 
BROWN results(Mulliken). 
Confirm: Make up B solution of 50% alcohol ~nd cresol. 
Make up a concentrated solution of picric acid in 50 % Rlcohol. 
Mix parts of the two liquids. ORANGE-YELLOW crystals will form. 
Met• ~nd para creeols give no cryst a ls under this condition. 
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--------------------------------------------------------~---------
Phenol: PRrt ly soluble in w~ter; p~rtly soluble in sodium c~r-
C( H5 (oR) bon~te solution. Miscible wi th ~lcohol or ether. Solu-
ble in lees th ~n five p~rte of concentr~ted Bmmoni~ which 
distinguishes it from cresol. 
Dissolve some phenol in w~ter, (heat ~nd cool, if neceee~ry). 
Add ~bout 1 cc. of bromine w~ter. A white precipitate of tribrom-
phenol will settle out. (Weston) . 
Confir~ with Mtilliken 1 s test: Dissolve some phenol in wat-
er ~s ~bove. ~dd 2 to 3 drops of ferric chloride. A VIOLET color, 
which rem'=tins from twelve to fifteen minutes, results . 
------------------------------------------------~-----------------
Pyrogallol: Soluble in w~ter; soluble in ether a nd alcohol. 
C6H;(OH) 5 t,2,3 Bitter taste (poison). 
Dissolve some pyrog~llol in w~ter. 
chloride. A RED-BROWN coloration results. 
Add ' dr6ps of ferric 
Add to ~n aqueous solution of pyrogallol some Fehling's sol-
uti oh and heat. The Fehling's solution is reduced. Repe ~ t with a 
silver nitrate soluti~n inete~d of Fehling's sol~tion. Do not he~t. 
The sLiver nitrate solution is reduced in the cold. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Phloro g lucin: A sweetish-t~sting solid. Soluble in water. Melt-
C6H;(OH);1,~,5 ing point 217° . 
Dissolve • small amount o f the solid in water. Add ) drops 
of ferric chloride. 
which f'=tdes r~pidly. 
A BLUE-VIOLET or VIOLET coloration results, 
Confirm with Mu lliken's teet: S.··1t~. k a pine splinter in .con-
centr~ted hydrochloric acid. Dip the splinter i n a dilute solution 
of phloro gluciri.A ~~~p R~~ coloration resul ts . 
-..... .. .... ...... .... - ... .. -- ..----- -------------------------- --------------
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-----~ - ~ ------------ - -------------- - -- - - --- -- -----------------
Phenolphth~lein: Difficultly soluble ih w~ter; eqsily soluble in 
.alcohol ~nd ether; insoluble in berizene. 
Dissolve some phenolphthalein in ~lcohol. Add ~ drops of 
ferric chloride. A BROWN color ~t ion, with precipitation results. 
Dissolve some phenolphth a lein in Rmn10niurn hydroxide. A RED 
coloration results. Conf~im: Boll the red-colored so lution ~ith 
zinc dust. Allow it to stand. The solution is decolori~e d~ 
-----~ -- ------------------ - - --------------~---------~-------------
Resorcin: Very soluble in _wRter, alcohol qnd'ether; slightly 
m-C6H4(0H) 2 soluble in chloroform ~nd CRrbon disulphid e~ 
Dissolve a small amount of resorcin in water. Add 3 drops 
of ferric chloride. A BLUE color iesults. Add about 1 cc. of ammo-
nium hydroxide. A BROWN-YELLOW coloration results. 
Confirm with Perkin's test: Add O.t gm. of resorcin to 2 
cc. of pot~ssium hydroxide solution. Add 1 drop of chloroform. A 
BRIGHT RED coloration results. Add q slight excess of hydrochloric 
acid. A PALE YELLOW coloration results. 
Thymol: Crystqlline solid. Found in oil of thyme. 
CH,C6H~(cH3 CH)(OH)1,4 , 3 Soluble in chloroform, Rlcohol, and qcetic 
RC<id. 
Dissolve some thymol in glacial acetic acid. Add 6 drops 
of concentrated sulphuric acid, and ONE DROP of concentrated nitric 
acid. A BLUE GREEN coloration results. 
Confiim with Shimp~ 1 s test: HeRt 1 gm. of thymol with ' cc. 
of ~ 10 % eol~tion of sodium hydroxide. A PALE RED coloration re-
aults. Add 5 drops of chloroform~ A VIOLET coloration results. 
-------------
-----------~------------- ---------------
Detection of the Nitrophenols. The analysis of the ni t rophe-
nols is dependent upon their physic~! properties, a nd meltine points. 
They ~11 show the ch~r~cteristics of the nitro compounds, a nd test 
for phenols. In the conpounds offered for testing it will be no-
ti6ed that two of them have the same melting point, but the color 
and structure of their crystals v a ry. 
the cryst a ls of the compounds. 
There is no resemblance in 
--------~~---- - ----- -------------- ~---- -------------- --------- --- - -
Paranitrophenol: Soluble in water; soluble in alcohol, ~nd sodium 
p-C6H4(N02)(0H) carbonate. COLORLES CRYSTALS. Melting point 1'4°. 
Dissolve some of the substance in alcohol. Add ' drops of 
ferric chloride. A RED WINE coloration results. To this add about 
1 cc. of ~mmonium hydroxide. A STRAW-YELLOW results. · 
Dissolve some of the substance in strong potassium hydroxide. 
A YELLOW precipitate results. 
--- ---- -- ----------------·--------------------------------------- -
Alpha 7Dinitrophenol: Insoluble in water; soluble in sodium c~rbon-
C6H~(N0 2 ) 2 (0H) ate. YELLOW PLATED CRYSTALS. Melting point ,,4o. 
Dissolve some of the substance in · concentrated sulphuric acid. 
Pour this solution into water. A precipitation shows a nitro compound. 
W~rm the nitro compound with stannous chloride ~nd hydrochlo-
ric acid. It passes into solution slowly, forming the hydrochloride 
of the amine. Treat the solution with an excess of concentrated 
sodium hydroxide. The ~mine is liberat ed, showing presence of ~ ni-
tro compound. 
M~ke ~ gener~l teet for ~ phenolic compound. 
positive, make ~ melting point determination. 
If this is 
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-------~------------------------------------------------~---------
Bet~-Dinitrophenol: Insoluble in w~ter; sbluble in sodium c~rbon­
C6H3(N02)2(0H)1,5,6 ate. YELLO~ NSE~LES. Melting point 64°. 
Identify for nitro ~nd phenolic compounds qs in alpha-di-
nitrophenol. Determine the melting point of the solid. The ~truc­
ture of the crystal and difference in melting point distinguishes 
between the dinitrophenols. 
--------------------------------------------~----------------------
Ortho-Nitrophenol: Yellowish white crystals. Insoluble in water; 
soluble in alcohol. Pec~liar odor. Melting 
point 45°~ 
Dissolve some of the solid in alcohol. Add ferric chloride 
--~bout 4 drops. A BROWN coloration results, which clears when 
a~etic acid is added. To the solution to which acetic acid has 
been ~dded, qdd about 2 cc. of ammonium hydroxide. AN ORANGE-RSD 
coloration . results. 
------------------~--------------------------------------- - ---------
VII---Groupe of Phenolic Compounds Ba sed on Solubility. 
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VII---Groups of Phenolic Compounds B~eed on Solubility. 
The following scheme of •n~ lysis is b~eed on three prin6ipal 
steps: First; The determin~tion of the subs{ance ~s ~ phenolic 
compound . 
Second; The solubility test, and 
Third; The individual test, ~fter it has been pl aced in its 
especi a l group. 
Method of Procedure: Make ~ test of. the substance to de-
t~rmine . that it is a phenolic compound. If the test is po s itive, 
proceed with the fol~owing solubility testa. 
Solubility Teat:----
If the substance is ~ solid, POWDER it finely, being 
careful to. ~void the loss of any of the substance~ as most of the 
compound s ar e e xpens ive. 
Try the solubility of the subst~nce i~ cold water. 
If it is BOMPLETELY SOLUBLE IN COLD WATER, with shaking, the sub-
stance will f a ll into Group A. 
If the substRnce is not .completely soluble in cold 
water, apply heat • . If i .t is COMPLETELY SOLUBLE IN HOT WATER the sub-
stance will fall into Group B. 
If the substance . is not soluble either in cold or hot 
water, -try its solubility in 95 % alcohol. If it is COMPLETELY 
SOLUBLE IN ALCOHOL it will fall into Group C. 
If the individual tests give no result in Groups A, B, 
or C, the substance can be looked for in Group D. 
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VII---Groups of Phenolic Compounds Based on S6lubility. 
Group A 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Compounds Soluble In Cold Water. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
C~techol, Ortho-Cresol, Pyrog ~ llol, Phenol, ~nd Resorcin. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
Group B 
-----------------------------------7------------------------------
Compounds Soluble In Hot Water. 
Bet~-Naphthol Alph~-Naphthol, Hydroquinone, Gallic Acid, ~nd 
Phloroglucin. 
----------·-------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
Group C 
----------------------------~-------------------------------------
Compounds Soluble In 95 % Ethyl Alcohol. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Guiacol, Phenolphth~lein, Salol, ~nd Thymol . 
Group D 
Nitro-Phenol Group 
Ortho-Nitrophenol, P~r~-Nitrophenol, 
Bet ~ -Dinitrophenol. 
Alpha-Dinitrophenol, a n d 
VIII---Expe r iment~! Procedure For Applying General Tests 
For Phenolic Compounds. 
------ - ------ ----- ----- - --- -~---- -------- ----
VIII---Experimental Procedure For Applying General Tests 
For Phenolic Compounds. 
Procedure I---The Fer r i c Chloride Test . 
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Dissolve 0.05 gm. of the substance in water, 
If it does not dissolve, heat the solution. Cool. Filter. Use , 
cc. of the filtr~te in ~ clean test tube. ' dd ' drops of ferric 
chloride, DROP BY DROP. If no coloration results, repeat the test 
using alcohol inste~d of water. 
IF A COLOR RE SULTS, except yel l ow o r ne~ ~ sh ad e of yellow, the sub-
stance is very likely A PHENOLIC COMPOUND. 
Procedure II---The Alk~li Test. 
Test for Solubility: Add about 0.1 gm. of 
the finely powdered substance to 1-2 cc. of ~ater. If the sub stance 
dissolv e s comp letely, add ~ drops of ferric chloride. 
If completely soluble, 
with no coloration, it is NOT ~ PHENOL. 
Sodium Hydrox ide Test: If the substRnce is 
not c ompl etd ly soluble in wqter, t r y i ts Aolubility by adding to 
the qbove solution 2 cc. of sodium hydroxide. PHE NOLIC COMPOUNDS 
are soluble in alkali, and m~y or may not give a coloration. 
• • 
IX---Gener~l Instructions For Applying Individu~l Tests 
For Phenolic Compounds • 
IX--Gen6r Rl Instructions For Applying Individual Tests 
For Phenolic Compounds. 
When the subst~nce has been found in its particul~r group 
depending on its solubility, the individunl t~sts cqn be ·m~de for 
t, },e substqnces. These tests c An be found in the following pages. 
In general the tests Bre of two kinds--a ra~id test, and 
a confirmatory test. If the time is short, Bnd a certain test is 
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d~sired as quickly ~~ possible, the an~lyst may use only the con~irm-
r-t.tory test. If time a llows, how~ver, it is advis~ble to run nnore 
th~n on e test on each compound as most of the phenolic compound 
tests . <:1.re delic '3te, 1':\nd under such conditions more than one test on 
a comp~und will help to eliminate error due to fault y ~A n ipulation. 
Great ~ar e mus t be used in the following ~espects: 
First; Do not very the aider of finding th e solubility 
of the compounds, . and 
Second; Follow the individual directions carefully as 
to amounts of the substances, strength of the solutions, •nd 
checking of colors. 
The individual tests for the ni~rophenols will depend uponJ 
First; Observ<ttion q_nd compq_riaon of the crystal structures, 
Second; The solvents, and 
Third; The difference i~ the melting points. 
X---Condenaed TabulRr Form For Specific Teate . 
For Pheno l ic Compounds. 
---------- ------------------~----------
• 
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X---Tabul~r Form For Specific Tests For Phenolic Compounds. 
- .- 1 
Substq_nce 
ALPHA-NAPHTHOL 
Uonoclinic 
cryst"lls. Phen-
olic odor. 
Soluble in hot 
W"' .. ter, ~1 c ohol, 
ether, benzene, 
<J.nd "'. lk~lies. 
Test Solutions 
(1) Dissolve 0.0, 
: gm. in 5 c c. of 
ble~:tching powder 
solution. 
Ferric 
Chloride 
Addition 
None. 
(2) Dissolve 0.05 5 drops, 
~m. in 10 cc. of drop by 
1 % sodium hydro- . drop. 
xide. Add 5 drops 
of chloroform. 
Boil 5 minutes. 
-- · - ···· ....... ----·-- ~ -- .. - ----;--·-- ... ...... ----•----- -
... --- ---- .. ---- ------ .. ._ ................ - -...... -- - ------- .. ........ . 
BETA-NA.PHTHOL 
Le~flet crys-
tllls. Melting 
point 122°. 
P~rtly soluble 
in hot w~tter; 
ef'l.sily soluble 
i n n.lcohol, 
ethe r , ~nd 
benzene. 
CARVACROL 
A. viscous 
oily liquid. 
Colorless. So-
lidifies !:t t 
-20°. 
( ) Dissolve None. 
0,05 gm. in 0 cc, 
of 'llcohol. Ad d 
t cc. of ble<tch-
ing powder solu-
tion 
(2) Dissolve 
0, 0 5 gm. in 1 0 
of ~lcohol. 
2 dr ops, 
cc. drop by 
drop. 
(1) Dissolve 5 4 drops, 
d rops in 5 cc. of drop by 
alcohol, 95 %. drop. 
-~ ···-- -.. -~ .. _ .. __ ,_ ... , .... 
(2) Di sRo Jve 5 None. 
drops in 95 ~ ~1- i 
cohol. Add 6 
drops of cone. 
silver nitrllte 
solution, running ! 
it do wn the side I 
of the tube. ; 
·- ·~ - ............. --- -.... ~-- .. ,. 
l 
Time 
Allow the 
solution to 
Color 
• at~nd 
VIOLET, 
ch~. nging 
to BROWN 
,..••i 
.. . . l .. 
12-15 min-
utes. 
Allow the 
solution to 
st<tnd. 
10 minutes. 
5 minutes. 
on standing. 
~- t first 
BLUE, then 
ch'lnging to 
BI,UISH-GREEN 
on str-~.nding. 
YELLO W, 
turning to 
BROW ..{ on 
s t11.nd ing, 
At first 
·BLUE, then 
ch1'l.nging,as 
it f'l.des, 
through 
'GREEN-BLUE 
·to YELLOW, 
IMPURE 
GREEN, ch<ing-
ing r<tpidly 
to GREEN, 
then fading • 
1-2 minutes. BROWN RING 
l'lt top of 
solution. 
X---Tabul~r Form For Specific Test For Phenolic Compounds. 
- - ---·-- --- - -- -·--
---·-··- ----- --~------ - ----
• 
Subst'lnces Test Solutions 
Ferric 
Chloride ' 
Addition 
------~-~-- -- .... . --+-· . . 
CATECHOL 
Colorl ess, 
Pl13.te cryst'3.ls. 
Melting point 
1 o4o. ob.tl'dned 
from cq,techu 
by distillf'l.-
tion. Also 
m~. de synthet-
ic~lly. 
( 1) Dissolve 
some catechol in i 
a lcohol. Add 1 e el . 
1or Fehling's sol- ~­
jution. He:<tt. 
i .... l. 
None. 
2 drops, 
drop by 
drop. 
(2) Dissolve 
,some catechol in 
j"llcohol. 
( - --.----- -- ... .I._. . . - ,. ·- ... 
! (3) To the 
green solution 
from (2) above, 
add 1 cc. of <1. 
strong sodium bi-
l 
i c . ~bon~te solution 
a nd hent. 
None. 
~"--!"----- -----· 
' 
I 
Time J Color 
.. .. -~- ·--- --- : --·- -·-----
RED-BROWN. 
j 
I 
I 
1-~ minutes, ! GREE~r. 
j 
L 
I 
I 
1-5 minutes. 1 RSD. 
···-~~-------~- . -----~·- ---1-------·--- · ~--------·---- . -·- ---·~ ----·-----------
J....__ ____ __ _ 
PHENYL SALI-
CYLATi. 
(SALOL). 
White, crys-
talline solid. 
Soluble in a.l-
cohol; diffi-
cultly solu-
ble in Wf'l.ter. 
Fq,int a.romq_tic ' 
odor. I 
I (1) Dissolve 
.0.05 gm. in 10 cc. 
, or al cohol. 
l (2 1 Dissolve 1 
,0.02 gm.in 2-~ cc. 
' or warm sodium I 
1hydroxide. Acidi-
lfy with HCl. 
-------------
2 drops, 
drop by 
drop. 
None. 
---------·--- ------:-r·-- - - · ·-----~----- .. - . -r 
GTJI-\COL . I (1) Dissolve I ~or~ ~bout 0.02 gm. in l drops, 
Colorl~ss, '5 cc. of qlcohol. I drop by 
crystall1ne so- -+drop, 
1 id, o:r col or- ____ ---· - - ---· __  
less liquid. · 
Faint aromatic (2) Dissolve I 
odor. Partly 0.0~ gm. on 1 cc. 
soluble in wa- w~ter. Add ~ hot 
ter; soluble I solution of 0.2 
in ether and 
alcohol. gm . picric rtcid 1n 5 cc. w11ter. 
Sh<tke. Al low to 
cool. 
None. 
t-.5 minutes 
Until ppt. 
forms a nd 
ODOR OF 
PHENOL is 
a pp~_ r e nt. 
VIOLET. 
None. 
--r--· ... 
'5- 10 mi nutes GRSEN, 
I 
then ch <1.ng -
_i ng to 
BROWN. 
.5-10 minutes. : YELLOW-
OR -\N GE 
CRYST\LS 
X---Tabul~r Form For Specific Tests For Phenolic Compounds, 
- -- ----- -·-
• 
. i 
Subst~.nces 
GALLIC ACID 
Light, ye l-
lowish-brown 
crystRls. S1iglt-
ly soluble in · 
water; readily . 
soluble in hot 
water; sli gh tly 
soluble in 
ether. 
,._,, -·· - 00 9 #o. - 0 • ' • · -,,.-·~·-·· • - 0 - •• 
HYDROQ UI NONE 
Test Solutions 
(1) Dissolve 
0.05 gm. in hot 
wate r. Cool. 
Ferric 
Chloride 
Addition 
3-4 drops 
'drop by 
,drop. 
-·- --
(~) Dissolve None 
0,05 gm. in 5 cc. 
cone. sulphuric 
a cid. He<it sliglt,;.; l: 
ly. 
( ') Dis'Bnlve · 
0 ,1 05 ~ gm; in : 5 ' CC. 
·of' J KC~T solution. 
---~ ~ 
No ne. 
( 1 ) Sa t ·u.r !it e "l. 3 ~ J-t. drop e . 
.sm<1ll ~mount of I VTRter wi th hydr o-
quinone. 
Time Color 
2-5 minutes BLUE-GREEN 
--------- -
5 - 10· minutes. GREEN 
,_,0 minutes PI NK-- col-
or f'~. des Sh"'.ke 
the solution 
v iolently in 
"..ir. PINK col-
or returns. 
2~3 ninute s. YELLOW-OR-
"~~r ctE ~ 
Sli ghtly 
svreetish-t'lst-
ing solirl, 
PA-rtly soluble 
in cold wqter. 
Soluble in 
ether Rnd 'l l-
cohol. 
_______ .,. __ _ 
--.----
·----·----
) . I (2oD~ss~lve j 
!3 0 .'U v l n ""1, t e r , 
Add· "!. sm<J.ll :l :·ocu.nt I 
of s o diu~ hydro-
xide. Expos e to 
~.i r. l. 
None. 
(~) To ~ solu- None. 
tion of' hydro-
quinone <~dd 'l 
s m<1 ll <tmount of 
silver nitr<tte 
solution. He<J.t 
, · (4) To R solution ! of hydroqin one I ' ::tdd some Fehling's 
1 solution. DO NOT 
I HE~T 
I ' I I '. I 
None. 
5 minutes. 
~-10 minutes 
' tV 
. BROW~ , 
Silver so-
l lution is 
l reduced. 
I 
I 
__ ] 
i 
5-10 minutes. j Fehling's 
so~ution 
is reduced. 
X---T~bular Form For Specific Tests For Phenolic Compounds. 
Subst<l.nces Teet Solutions 
Ferric r; 
Chloride 
Addition 
--·· -- --····---------·---,---T""--------
ORTHOCRESOL 
Cryst ~lline 
so 1 i d • So 1 u-
ble in W"l.ter, 
r:~.lcohol, ~. nd 
ether. 
PHENOL 
Ptt rtly soluble 
so luble in w<~.­
ter ~nd sodium 
( ' ) Diss olve 2-~ drops. 
I 
P.02 gm. in w~ter. 
l ,-
(?) A solution 
of' 50 ~ 'llcohol 
' <tnd crsol. A cone. 
solution o.f picric 
<tcid in 50 % ttlco-
lhol. Mix the two 
soluti ons. 
I 
--------------~-----~~ 
None. 
---------·--------------
(1) Di ssolve 
so me phenol in 
hot w<tter. Cool. 
Add <tbout 1 cc . 
Of bromine Wttter. 
None. 
Time Color 
--
t-10 minutes VI OLET-BLUE 
ch<tnges in 5 
minutes to 
YET, LOW, then 
to TURBID 
BTWWN. 
5-1 0 minutes . ORANqE-Y EL-
CRYSTA!;S, m-
<tnd p-cresols 
give no crys-
tals with 
this test. 
2-' minutes. lllUT E PPT. 
carbonf.lte sol- ·' ---- - - --------- --- -------• _. 
--- --~- -------
ution. Miscible 
with ttlc ohol (2)Dissclve 
~nd ether. Sol- some phenol in 
uble in less ' hot w~ter. Cool . 
thr:~.n .five 
p~rts of c one. 
ammoniq which 
distinguishes 
_ -~ t _ -~-r om. ~' r e :o 1: 1 
----·.-'-- ----------·-·· -·· -···, -r--- -
2-' drops 
drop by 
drop. 
' I . 
PHLOROGLUCIN . 1; (1) Dissolve I '5 
I 
drops. 
I • 
r:~. s mr.t ll amount 
A sweetish- l in water. 
tq_sting solid. [ __ - - -
Soluble in I 
I 
I 
-r-
ether <tnd 
<tlcohol. Melt-
ing p o in t 2 1 ., o·. 
i I 
(2) Soak ~ pine i 
· '· , t, c h " ~-· : i n t . ! . ,.. i n 
' HC-1 D... 1 c on·c. ; · ~ p 
the ·s·plinter .in <t ' 
~elution of phlor ~ 
oglucin. 
one. 
1 2 - 1 5 m i nut e s. 
I 3-5 minutes. 
~-3 minutes. 
VIOLET 
BLUE-VIO-
LET. Fades. 
DEEP RED. 
• 
X---T~bul~r Form For Specific Tests For Phenolic Compounds . 
Subst~nces 
PYROGALLOL 
Test Solutions 
I 
.. --- ----··-·- --· -- 1 
i 
11' • 
.. err~c 
· chloride 
Addition 
(') Dissolve so~ 2-~ drops, 
in water. drop by 
· drop. 
Ti~e Color 
... - . ·- - ·--- ------- - -
2-~ minutes. RED-BROWN. 
Solubl e in 
w~. ter, ether 
.<~. nd ~lcohol. 
Bitter t~ste­
(POISON) . . 
------- -·-·------- ------ ---
(2) Dissolve None. 
some in w~ter. ; 
Add some Fehling'~ 
solution. Heat. 
------- - -·· 
(') Dissolve 
some in water. 
Add some silver 
nitrate solution . 
DO NOT HE\T. 
(4) Dissolve 
some in water. 
Add drop by drop, 
some ferrous sul-
ph~te solution. 
-- --- -·--·--·-·---·--------·_..,.. __ 
None. 
None. 
PHENOLPHTHALEIN (') Dissolve ~ drops. 
sm•dl q_mount in 
Fine solid. l!l.lcohol. 
Difficultly 
soluble in W'l-
.  -.....,_.,__ -~ 
ter; eq_sily (2) Dissolve 
soluble in nlc~ , some in <tmmonium 
hol ':l.nd ether. 1 hydroxide. 
Insolubl e in ---- -· 
benzene. 
(}) Boil the 
colored solution 
from (2) with 
zinc dust. Allow 
it to stq_nd. 
None. 
None. 
5-10 minutes. Fehling's 
solution is 
reduced. 
5-10 minutes. Nitrate 
solution is 
reduced. 
I 
,_5 minutes. · AZURE BLUE. 
I 
~-3 minute a. : BROWN with 
ppt. 
- -
~-5 ' minutes. 1 RED. 
I 
~---
1 
X---T~bulqr Form For Specific Tests For Phenolic Compounds. 
- -----
• 
Subst.<tnces 
RESORCIN 
Test Solutions 
Cn Dissolve .<t 
sm"'.ll a. moun t in 
water. 
Ferric 
Chloride 
Addition 
--r----
~ drops. 
Ti:ne Colo.r 
2- 3 minutes. BLUE 
A fine crys-
talline solid. 
Soluble in w.<t-
ter, alcohol, 
,._nd ether. 
Slightly sol-
uble in chloro-1 
form ~nd C"trbonl 
disulphide • . 
1--------------------~------------r---------~----r----------
(2) Add to the 
colored solution 
from (1) about , 
cc. of' .<t~monium ,. 
hydroxide. 
None. 2-~ minutes. BROWN-YELLOW. 
(~) Add 0.1 gm.t 
to 2 cc. of' po-
t~ssium hydroxi ~~ 
Add a drop of 
chloroform. 
---------- ----;--------------
None. 2-3 minutes. BRIGHT RED 
r-------------~----~--~---+--------
( 4) Add to th~ 
colored solution 
excess of' HCl. j 
None. 2- minutes . . PALE YELLOW 
l
f'rom (3) "'slight ~· · 
__ ,,..,._,.. ___ ~----··-- ·'---------------+------
-; - - . __ -----_-- -~~L 
__ , _____ ·-· ....... -·--·----·-· -~ ---- - - - -
THYMOL. : i ( 1) Di a solve 'l. None. • ~-, minutes. BLUE-GREE}1 
: sm•ll ~mount in I Cryst~lline ll glacial acetic I 
~olid. Found in acid. Add 6 drops 
oil' of thyme. , ' of' cone. sul phur -
Soluble in II ic 'tCid 'ln0. ON~ 
chloroform, '11- lj drop of' cone. ni-
cohol, and a ce- tric a cid . 
tic qcid. - -~------
(2) He"l.t 1 gm. 
with 3 cc. of a 
10 ~ solution of 
sodium hydroxide. 
' Add ' •. drops of I 
chlorofornn. . 
.. -.-- ----. _____ 1 ____ -- ·--
None. 5-10 minutes J 
. I 
PALE RED 
I 
X---T~bul~r Form For Specific Tests For Phenolic Compounds. 
SubstAnces Test Solutions 
Ferric 
Chloride 
1 Addition Time 
__ .......__ ____ _____ _ 
P ARA~TTRnPHENOL (1) Dissolve 3 drops. 2-5 minutes . 
' · some in ~lcohol 
Co 1 or 1 e s s I ..- - . . .. ~.. -·'"' .. ''· .. ... , · .. "'.,.., .  ,~ .......... .. .. '"' ~ ..... -".""" - · . 
crystals. Melt- · 1 
ting point 11LP. ! (2) To the color l None. 2- .3 minutes, 
Soluble in hot I ed solution from : 
WR.~er, a.lcohol,• (1) !l.dd . 1 cc. of r 
R.nd sodium car- ammonium hydroxide 
bon ate. I _ -------
-'5 
Color 
WINE RED 
STRAW YEL-
LOW 
! . I 
Comp 11 re with I., (}). Dissolve R None. }-5 minutes. YSLLOW 
other nitrq Smflll amount in l 
p~•.:ls. ~~~·-· ~um ~--- . . ·- - - ~--- -
·--:--···-----·-···-·~----·-~·--·-·-----..+· ·--~~- -··-·-~-----t-·----,.- --
ORTHONITROPHENO~L 
. I 
· Yellowish I 
wh 'te c ry st •t ls. 
Melting point I 
45°. Insoluble 
in water. Solu-
ble in "l. lr. 0hol. 
Peculi11r ' Odor. 
(1) Dissolve a 
sm <t ll amount in 
1 "tlcohol. 
4 drops. ~-3 minute s. ! BROWN 
....!JM ... Q;$_ ..... _ ._______ , .-.-............. ,.,;;·_ .. ...... _..__~---....:- ... ,.._ .. ·--t- ....._,.· "'· - ·---~-~--- -~--- _ ..:. -·~---·----
(2) To the color_! None. 
ed solution fro m ) 
(') add acetic a ~ i 
cid until the sol-
ution clea r s. !dd 
2 cc. of a~monium 
minutes. ORANGE-RED 
Compare with 
other nitro 
nhen.o hydroxide. .. ... l -~---· =----~-~~. ·~= .. ~:.: · · ·.·.~-~~~I.·.:·' .:~'.~:··~~~~~:· ..  :-~-~~·~-~-~~:..::~-~ .. = ~~- ~-=t~-=~~.: 
ALPHA-DINITRO-
PHENOL 
Yellow, pl~t­
ed cryst~ls. 
Meltine point 
1140. Insoluble 
in water. Solu-
ble in sodium 
c '!.rbonl't te. 
• Compare wi t ~1 
phe nols~ 
, (1) M~ke the gen-
. er .<J.l test for R. 
phenolic compound. 
If this is positi~e 
mA.ke ~;~. melting 
1point determine.-
' tion . 
,_....,..._, ____ _ 
I 
(2) Dissolve 
'! some in wA.rm sul-
' phuric Aci d. Pour 
, this solution in-
' to w'l.t er. A ppt. 
I • 
: shows 1. t to be 11 • 
I 
ni tro compound 
P IJ. ~ olic 
test. 
Nitro 
t est. 
_ l 
Phenolic 
test . 
Nitro 
test. 
Phenolic 
test • 
Nitro 
test • 
X---Tabular Form For Specific Teats For Phenolic Compounds. 
Substances 
BETA-DI NITRO-
PHENOL 
Yellov1 needle 
cryet.rtle. Me0t-ing . point 64 , 
Insoluble in 
W::J.ter. Soluble 
in sodium c~r­
bonate. 
Comp<:t.re with 
other nitro-
phenols. 
Teet Solutions 
' ( 1) Ma ke a phenol-
ic teet. If posi-
tive m~ke ~ melt-
ing point deter-
~ination. 
Ferric 
Chloride 
Addition 
Phenolic 
test. 
I 
Time 
Phenolic 
test. 
.......... Ool(\t,.,...,.;.,_.,.. _ __ .,._--.....-,.. •• ~ ... --.. -· ... . _ ...................... ~.---- -~---: ~.~---f.. .............. _"""_..-· ·~ .......... ,_ 
1 ( 2) M~. ke. a nitro ; determination as 
in AlphR-Dinitro-
phenol. 
6 I 
Nitro 1 Nitro 
teet. I teet. 
I 
Color 
Phenolic 
teet, 
Nitro 
test. 
_..._._,_, ...... ~:.......t• • t",.~~ •• ., ,~ t...,.,..""" ,,{:, '' ,, . ....,, . .,.f1.;".:,:~,,~-..ki:>o-!:;.~.l~lo;ff:fi.:J4oo . .,.>l, .... l•l-<;-..- . .,-......... '""·" · ~h•"•"'-"'-<•f ... ..-... -.-·~...,,.:.o,n,·,...,_ . ....., "f'"''" .,..., ,_.,....._..,.__ .. , ........ ,.,. .., . •·•• ...... '-.-... ..._. .. ______ _ 
-~....-.~-~-·-1 . ..... l ""/t' _,.:.._.,_,_~,:...•..,.,..VJ:.,,:-,:.u ... .... ..._..., _._~,"-._ ,.:t-r..-.- ... .:o,.,.,....,.....:.,.L~~:r..-~~.:.-... , • ...__,_...,..>e-o_•·· ....... .....,"""",-'"~~·· .. ,.,......-~ ~ .. ~...._ .. ,, ... .,,_,.,,.....,. .._,.,, J ........ . 4~ ...... . . .... ..,.....,.u-
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
XI---Reid's Scheme For ~he Identific~tion Of 
Phenolic Compounds. 
• 
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XI---Reid's Scheme For The Identification Of Phenolic Compounds. 
As Reported in The Journ~l of The Americ~n Chemic~! Society. 
"Par~-Nitrobenzyl bromide has been found to react r•~dily 
with ~lkali phenol~tes. The ethers, so f~r •s thei have b ee n made, 
cryst~lize re~dily from dilute ~lcohol, melt sharply and ~re suit-
~ble deriv~tivea for identification" Reid, 
I 
P~ra-Nitrobenzyl bromid w~s prepared by Wachendorf in 1877, 
by heating P~r~- ~itrotoluene ~nd Bromine in a seal~d tube. This 
method was followed by Reid in the prep~ration of the bromid. 
Prep~r~tion Of P~r~~Nitroben~yl Bromid. 
A deter~ined amount of Par~-Nitro-
toluene is ~sed. The amount of bromine necessary to react with the 
· toluene is calculated. The Para-Nitrotoluene is heated in a se a l-
ed tube with h a lf the calculated ~mount of bromine for nn hour, at 
R temperature of t25-''o 0 . · The tube is then open~d and the hydro-
bromic a cid is ~llowed to escape. The other h~lf of the bromine 
is put in, ~nd the tube sealed aga in, Rnd heated to the aame tem-
per~ture for severwl hours. 
The product is dissolved out of 
the tube with hot 'a lcohol from which _nearly all of it sep~ratea on 
cooling. The soli d thus obt a ine d, wh ich ~s ne~rly white, is dis-
solve d in boiling 95% ~lcohol--10 cc. qlcohol to one grqm of the 
aubet~nce. . To the boiling solution is ~dded 
half as much wa ter RB there is Rlcohol ~nd the boiling solution is 
filtered rapidly through a . hot filt~r. The Pa ra-N itrobenzy l bro-
mid is deposited as fine, white needles, which have ame lting point 
of 990. About one half of the calcu l ated Rmount is obtained as a 
pure product. 
Procedure: 
Into ~ 100 cc. fl~sk 25 cc. of ~ 0,2 normal solution 
of ~n alk~li in 95 f a lcohol is meRsured. To this solution is add-
edQ.P gm. of Par~-Nitrobenzyl Bromid. The fl ~sk is connected with 
~ return cond enser, ~nd th e solution bo ile d on the steam b ~ th ~ or 
~n hour. The progress of the ~e~ction is shown by the precipitation 
of s odium or potassium bromid. 
At the end of this time about '0 cc. of w~ter is a dd-
ed. This dissolves the alk~ li bromide. The compound should be k~pt 
in solution, by ke e pi ng t he mixture boili n g hot, qnd if the w~ter 
c ~uses excess ive precipit~tion more 95 % alcohol should be Rdded . 
The solution i s then cooled quickly, during a vigorous sh~king, to 
cRuse the formRtion of crystRls. 
The ethers usu~lly separate firs t ~s a n emulsion and 
become crystallized on shaking and cooling. During this process 
enough caustic a lkali is Rdded t o g ive a n a lk~line reRcti on to lit-
mus . Th e alkali prevents the separation of the phenol, wh ich may 
cont~min ate the ether. 
The ether is filtered on a disc of pRper in a small 
B~chner funnel. The ether is then dissolved in boiling 95% al-
cohol, and to the boiling solution wRter is added cautious!~, 
until the ether sep~r~tes on cooling. 
This reaction mixture is used for the ind ividu~l 
tests. 
Scheme Of In divid u ~ l Analysis. 
Three p r ~cipit a tions, we i ghings and me l ting pointe are 
determi ne d for each individual compound. 
out as described Rb ove. 
The re~ction is carried 
A theoreticRl calculation is made for the rebulting yield 
of the ether. There must be ~ close approximation of the thea-
reticRl Rnd Rctual yield. 
The individuAl compound is then run t~ough the re<'lction 
mixture procese RS described above. The ~ddition of R certain 
~mount of water, depending on th e substance being tested, is added 
to the mixture. The ether separates o~t Q B crystals. These are 
dried Rnd weighed. A melting point is taken. 
The addition of much water to the filtrate, left after the 
first crop of crystals is filtered off, yi~lds a second crop. 
these Are dried and weighed. A melting point is taken. 
To the second filtrate more water is added. Athird crop 
of crys.tals results. These are dried and weighed. A melting point 
is taken. 
The total yield should be specific for each compo~nd. ·The 
melting point is a.lso specific for el3.ch compound. By ·.'l comp~. rison 
of the yields and melting points, the individusl compounds c a n 
be determined. 
The following were tested by Reid: 
Phenyl PRra-nitrobenzyl Ether---Melting point 9t 0 . 
Ortho Cresyl PRrR-nitrobenzyl Ether---Melting point 89.70, 
Meta Cresyl PRra-nitrobenzyl Ether---Melting point ,,o, 
Para Cresyl Para-nitrbenzyl Ether---Melting point 880, 
Thymyl Para-nitrobenzyl Ether---Melting poi~t S5.5°6 Eugenyl FRra-nitrobenzyl Ether---Melting po1nt 5,.6 . 
VRnillyly Para-nitrobenzyl Ether---Melting point '24.5°. 
XII---Methods Of Procedure To Detect Aldehydes. 
XII---Methods Of Procedure To Detect Aldehydes. 
The Fuchsine Aldehyde Test. 
If the substqnce is ~ liquid ~dd 6ne drop, or if it is 
~ solid, ~dd 0.05 gm., finely powd~red, to 5 cc, of a fuchsine •1-
dehyde re~gent. The method of m~king up this substance will be de-
scribed latet. If the sub~tBnce dissolves, it should stand for 
TWO MINUTES. The color should then be observed. If the substance 
does not dissolve, shqke the test tube cont~ining the subst~nce 
gently for from two to three minutes. Ag•in observe for colora- . 
tion. NEVER APPLY HEAT. 
If ~ distinct PINK,RED,PURPL~ 1 orBLUE coloration should 
Bppe•r within ihe time limit, the compound can be sought for in 
the aldehyde group. 
The above test is more delicate than the test by the use 
of Tollen 1 s reagent, and more certain, for many other substances 
than aldehydes respond to the Tollen 1 s reagent test, which leaves 
the observer in doubt as to the grouping in which the substance 
is classifi~d. The ~ preparation of the Tollen reagent will be de-
scribed in the following par~graphs. 
Tollen 1 s Re~gent Teat. 
o. oS 
Place 1-2 drops of the substqnce, or~ gm. of the · 
finely powdered solid in a teat tube with 2-~ cc. of Tollen 1 s re-
agent . Sh~ke and allow to stand without heating for about five 
• minutes. 
l black or brownish-black precipitate of metallic 
silver, or a silver mirror on the walls of the test tube shows 
that the substance may b~ an Bldehyde. It is best to veri~y this 
test with Test I Bbove, for this test may show glucose, hydro-
quinone, ~nd m~y f~il for some of the •rom~tic oxy-~ldehydes. 
Fuchsine Re~gent: Dissolve 0.2 gm. of' ros"lililine, or 
the hydrochloride or ~cet~te, if the free base c~nnot be obt~;ned, 
in ,0 cc. of ~ freshly prepared, cold, saturated aqueous solution 
of sulphur dioxide. Allow the solution to st~nd until ~11 signs 
of pink dis~ppe a r ~nd it becomes colorless or p~la yellow. This 
will require from two to three hours. Then dilute to 200 cc. and 
preserve in ~ dark-col~~ed, air-tight bottle. 
The directions for the prep~ration of 
this reagent should be followed with great c a re, for qny l~rge in-
crease in the ~mount of sulphurous a~id will diminish the sensi-
tiveness of the reagent. 
the air. 
no not expose the re~gent to heat or to 
Tollen 1 s Reagent: Mix equ~ l volumes of a 10 % solution 
of silver nitrate in ,mmonia, ~nd of ~ 10 ~ aqueous solution of 
sodium hydroxide. The ~mmoni~ solution used for dissolving the 
silver nitrate should be a mixture of one volume of ~ strong 
(Sp. Gr. 0.9) ~mmoni~ solution qnd one volume of water. Do not 
mix the nitrate solution with th~ hydroxide solution until just 
previous to the time of using. 
Ob se rva tians On Test With Fuchsine U de hyde. 
If a solid substance, which gives no colorati on, and yet is 
suspected of being an a ldehyde, it should be boiled with 5 cc. of 
w"lter containing a drop of concentrated HCl. When this nolution 
h~s cooled it ma y be tested q~ain for ~n ~ldehyde. 
compound m~y thus be depolymerized to give R t~st. 
Enough. of the 
The limits set upon the quqntity of m~terial used, and the 
time allowed for the development of ~ distinct coloration, are, 
42 
ther e fore, conditions th~t c~nnot be di~ r eg~ rded~ The r e~ c t io n is 
so delic ~ te th~t. tr~ces of ~ ldehyde s , r e m ~ iniri g qs impurities in 
other s ubAt Rnce s , m~y c~us e trouble~ if prelimi n~ry purific~ ti o n 
is neglected. 
XIII-- - Gener ~ l Physic ~ l And Chemic~l Ch~r acter i stics 
Of The ~ldehydes , 
A"d Ch~ ml b ~l Ohar~cteristics of 
The Aldehydes. 
We~r l y Rll liqui d ~ldehydes ~re ch~rqcteri~ed by their 
es peci~l odors . ~hny v ol <ltile 'l.ld e hy"des gi ve ~ pungent, irritl"l.b l e 
odor, whi l e those which have hi gh boiling poirits have, in gener~l , 
odors which qre spicy ~nd frqgr ant. 
M~ny of the ~ lde hydes nre notable for their gre~ t ~ctivity. 
Cont~ct with mine ra l ~ ci ds , ~ lkalies~ or certRin met~llic s~lts, 
no mqtter for how brief ~ period, m~y c~use polymeriz at ion. Stable 
"b~rB" or " meta " compounds mny thus be formed, ~nd th e se m~y f~il 
to give n ldehyde re~ctions, unless B slight dissociation occurs, 
wh ic h usu~ lly h~ppens. 
Aldehydes ~re rel'l.dily o xidi?:ed by potBssium perm<?. ngll. n~te 
~nd am~oni ~ c a l silver nitrate. Aldehydes usu~lly dissolve in 
sulphuric acid with decomposition. Hot solutions of so di um hy-
wi t h 
dro xide nt t Bc k them~more : or . le~s e~~~. Bro~~ne ~ ~~Acts with them 
readily. Met~llic. sodium atta c ks them in the s~me ~y th~t it does 
the alcohols and phenols. They c a n be condensed into hydrozones, 
o x imes , q nd ~nils, in the presence of phenylhydrazine , hydroxyl-
amine,. and aniline. These compounds crystalize definite ly and are 
v~luqble in the i dentification of certqi n a ldehyde~ . Toward c er-
tain reagents li ke sodium disulphite, many a ldehydes , as we ll as 
ketones, act like un sRt~r~ted compounds. A negative re sult with 
bisulphite does not necess~rily mean that the substance is not a n 
a ldehyd e. Many ketones show the same beh~v ior with bi sulphite 
as th e ~ l dehydes. 
XIV---Specific Testa For Individu~l Aldehydes. Reference Sheets. 
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XIV---Specific Tests For Individu~ l Aldehydes, Refer ence Sheets. 
------- ------------------~----------------------------------------
Acetqldehyde: Generally in liqui d form. Colorless. Pungent odor. 
CH3CHO Soluble in w~ter. B. P. 210. 
Boil 1 cc. of aqueous solution with 5 cc. of sodium hydrox-
ide (1:,0) for~ few minutes. A Y~LLOW to YELLOW-OR,NGE colorgtion 
results, with separ~tion of a resinous precipit ~ te. 
or is evident. 
A peculi~r od-
Benzaldehyde: Colorless liquid. Odor of bitter Blmonds. Slightly 
soluble in water. Miscible with alcohol Bnd ether. 
B. P, '79°. 
In a cleBn, dry test tube, put one drop of melted phenol, 
one drop of ~ ldehyde , Bnd one drop of concentr~ted sulphuric acid 
in order. A colored precipit~te results. Dissolve as much of the 
precipitate ~s you c~n in 5 cc. of sodium hy~roxide; 
RED color results, or this color m~y be REn-VIOLFT. 
\n intense 
In a cle~n test tube put one drop of ~ldehyde, ~ pinch of 
BetB-Naphthol, ~nd 1p cc. of wgter. Filter the solution. Pour 
2-5 cc. of this aoluti.on down the side of B teet tube containing 
) cc. of concentr a ted sulphuric ~cid. A VIOLET-RED ring will be 
formed ~t the cont~ct of the two liquids. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Citra!: Colorless liquid. Odor of lemonal Soluble in ~lcohol 
c9n,,cno a nd ether. 
Make up an alcoholic solution of Citra!. Add two drops of 
ferric chlorid~. A strong yellow color results. Add R few drops 
of ~mmonium hydroxide. A DARK BROWN piecipitate forms. 
In ~ clean dry test tube put one drop of citr~l, 6 drops of 
conc entr~ted · sulphuric ~cid, and then 4 drops of ferric chloride. 
A GREEN-YELLOW precipitate is formed, with a BROWN liquid. 
------~---------------------------------~--------------------------
Furfural: Colorless liquid. Odor of bitter ~lmonds and cinn amon. 
C4H ) O.CHO Da rkens when exposed to light. 
Boil in ~ test tube 1 drop of furfural and 5 cc. of water. 
M~ke ~ test paper by dipping ~ n iece of filter p~per in a solution 
of one volume of gl~cial ~ceti c a cid and one volume of aniline. 
Hold the test paper in the steam of the tube. A SCARLET-RED color-
13.tion results. 
------~-----------------------------------------------------------
Form'lldehyde: Colorless liquid. Pungent, irritating odor. 
CH 20 
Mix ' drop of ~ '/2 of 1 % sol ution of resorcin with , cc. 
of an aqueous solution of formaldehyde, so thnt the odor of the a l-
dehyde is barely perceptible. Allow the mixture to flow gently 
down the side of a test tube containing ~ cc. of concentrated sul-
phuric acid. A RED-VIOLET ring results. 
Mix 6 drops of a cold, saturated, alcoholic solution of 
g~llic a cid with t cc. of an aque ou s solution of formaldehyde. 
All ow this solution to flow gently down the side of a teat tube 
containin~ ' cc . of concentrated sulphuric a cid. A BLUE ring results. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
Par•ldehyde: Colorless liquid. ~n ~gree•ble odor. Partly soluble 
(C2H40)' in w•ter. Soluble in a lcohol. Melting point 110. 
D. P. 1240. Neutral to litmus. Isomer of ~cetalde-
h y de, but differs in odor. 
Allow some of the pRrald~hyde to st~nd in a solution of 
KOH for two hours. If pure it will rem~in colorless. Solidifies 
in q freezing mixture. ~t '0.5° it conge~ls' to a cryst~lline m~ss. 
He~ t with ~ smqll ~mount of concentrated sulphuric ~cid. 
A pungent, irrit~ting odor of ~ cet~ldehyde is given off. 
Salicylic Al~ehyde: 
O.HO.C6H4.CHO 
Partly soluble in water. Soluble in ~lcohol 
•nd ether. Colorless liquid. Odor ~rom~tic. 
In ~ test tube put 1 cc. KCN, 1 cc. of the q ldehyde, ~nd 
2 drops of ferric chloride. ~ RED-BROWN color~tion results, with 
a bro wn precipit~te. 
Add t o •n aqueous solution of the • ldehyde ' drops of ferric 
chlorid e . Ah intense VIOLET color results. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
XV---Experime nt ~ l Procedure For Applying General Te sts 
For Aldehydes. 
• 
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XV---Experimentql Procedur e For Applying General Tests ~or ~ldehydes. 
The Fuchsine ~ldehyde Test. 
If the auhst~nce is ~ liquid, ~dd 1 drop to 5 cc, 
of q fuchsine ~ ldehyde solution. 
If the substance is ~ soli~ powder, ~nd ~dd 0.05 gm. 
to 5 cc. of q fuchsine ~ldehyde solution. 
If the substqnce diesolves-~~llow it to et~nd TWO min-
utes. If it does not dissolve, smke the test t ube gently for two 
minutes. NEVER APPLY HE~T. 
A PIN K, RED, P TJ RPLE, or BLU~ colo ~2 tion within two minutes 
indic a tes ~n AL DS HYDE. 
Tollen 1 s Re~gent Test. (CARE). 
Pl ~ce 1-2 drops of the liquid, or 0.05 gm. of the so lidi 
fin e ly powdered, in q 'test tube cont~ining 2-3 cc. of th e Tollen 
re ~g ent. Shqke, ~nd ~llow to s t qnd FIVE minutes . 
A RL,CK, or BROWNISH-BLACK PPT., or~ SILVER MIRROR, in-
dicates ~n ~LDEHYDS . 
XVI---Condense d Ta bul q r Form For Specific Testa For 'ld e hydes. 
---------------------------------------------------
• 
• 
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T ~bblqr Form For Ind ividu~l Te ets For Ald ehydes. 
----::: t~nc e : -·- ~---- ~;~per ties 
- -~- ------- -~l Test So~-s-.....--'--C-ol_o_r __ 
I ! 
ACET &.. LDEHYDE 
Gen e r~lly in liqui 1 (1) Boil 1 cc. of th 
for~. Colorles s. 
Pung e nt odor. Sol-
uble in VTI'l_ter. 
B. P . :-?1°. 
1 qque ou s s o ut io n ~ith j ~ cc. of sodium hyd-
roxideC1t tO) for~ few 
, minutes. A peculi ~r 
i od or is evid ent . A 
J r e s in o us p p t • res u 1 t s. 
YE LLO".'f 
to 
YELL01'T-
0RAUGE 
-+-~--· 
BENZALDEHYDE 
I 
) . 
I 
l . 
Colorless liquid. 
Odor of bitter ~ 1-
:monds. Slightly 
;soluble in w~ter. 
~M i s cibl e with ~leo~ 
~h o 1 a. n d e the r . 
I ;B , P. ,79°. 
' ,. 
I \ 
I. ! ( 1) I n :l c l e~ n, d r y 
I test tube put ' drop 
:. of the rtldehyde, '1.nd . j ' drop of cone. sul- · 
j phuric rtc i d , i n order. : 
' A color ed ppt. re -
. su l ts . Dissolve qs 
J much of the ppt. 1'18 
' p os sible in' cc. of 
i a o d i um h y d r o x· i d e • 
BED or 
RED-VIB LET 
'----------------------~ i 
~ (2) ' dr op of t he "1. 1- VIOLET-
~ ehyde, 0.05 gm. of B~ RED RING 
~R-nRphthol, '0 cc. of. 
~qter. Filter. Pour 1 
~ -, cc. of the filtr~t~ 
~own the s id e of ~ tube 
~ont~in ing ' cc. cone. 
!sulphuric <1.cid . 
._--------------~~~- ---------------------- ~~----------------~-------~--------------­
------[------- ~· -
1 Colorless liquid. 
!odor of lemon. Sol-
lUble in ~lcohol qnd 
-! ether. 
·I 
.----
1 
, (1) Disso l ve some in 
~ lcohol. Add 2 drops 
!of ferric chlori de . 
iAdd "'- few drops of 
1Rnmoni um hydroxide. 
' 
i l (2) , dr op of citr~l, 
16 drops of cone. s ul-phuric, 4 drops of 
YE LLOW 
DARK BROWN PPT. 
GREEN-YEL-
LOW PPT. 
BROWN LI.UID. !ferric chlorid e. 
-;-------=-._-+--___ --~-~----_-, __ ------,..-'"!--: ----~+---____;_- -
1 
T'l.bul~r· Fonn For Individu~. l Tests Fo r \ldahyd.ee. 
- ---...,-·----------
Subst~nces 
1 FURFUR ~ L 
! 
Properties 
Colorless li qui d . 
Odor of bitter ~1-
l
monds qnd cinn qmon. 
n~rken~ wh e n exposed 
Ito light. 
.I 
Test Solutions 
(1)M~ke up R . solutio 
of 1 volume of gl~ci­
al ~cetic ~cid, and t 
vol~me of ~niline. 
Boil in ~ teet tub e 
1 drop of furfur ~ l 
~ nd ~ cc. of w~ ter. 
Hold ~ test p~per 
which h~s been· dipped , 
· in the ~cetic ~cid I 
Color 
. solution in the ste~m SCARLET-
RED 
-·--t1-. ---·--------.. ·-·----:r' ~:.:. th ~-· :~~e. ; 
~ :~==-:~ ~~-~~ ~~;--6 ;::~8r8fn• . 1 ·~  
Pungent, irritqting solution · 1 cc. of a 
l Form"l.ldehyde 
i 
ch!lr'-tcteristic odor 1.we<tk for~~ldehyde ! s o 1 u t i on . Po .u r J.:. L i s 
: solution ge ntly d own 
1 the side of "' tube 
containing 3 cc. of 
· sulphuric aci d . 
t 
' ! (2) 6 drops of a n al-
f coholic solution of 
grtllic Reid. , cc. of, 
l 
l we a k form~ldehyd e. 
: rour this gently 
t · I down the side of a I I f : tube . c on t <tin in g 3 c c • I of sulphuric <~.cid. I I I 
RED-VIO-
LET RI~G 
BL~ T E RING 
---- ~~ J.~·-- - --··=-· -~~--· ~·-- -··~· -..... 1----~~---+--r ·-----·- ··-- .. -----·---- --- ·- - ---- .. -I ~ . 
PARA.LD~HYDF.: 
Colorless liquid. 1 (1) Allow some to 
~greeAble odor. Sol~st~nd in q solution 
i.u b l e in "' 1 c o h o 1 • 0 j of 'K 0 H for 2 hours . Melting point 11 
!J.O . B. P, 12 . • Neutr"''l 1 
Ito litmus. Isomer of ; (2) He<tt <t sm~ll qCetAldehyde, but j amount with some 
SHOULD 
REM AIN 
COLORLESS 
None \ j' :different in odor. ~ si.1.lphuric -,.cid ...... . 
I 
: 1 ODOR OF ACETALD!!..:.. 
, . HYDE. i-------t- -~--~~-- -----__ !::- -----=~-- ----· ----- --........ . 
i 1 t f 
: I 
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T~b : ul ~ r Form For Tndividu~l Tests For Aldehydes. · 
Subst ances 
SALICYLIC 
ALDEHYDE 
I 
l 
l. 
I 
' 
. I 
I 
I, 
i l 
I I 
I 
I I 
Properties 
Colorless liquid. 
Arom~tic odor. 
Soluble in ~lcohol 
~nd ethe r. 
Test Solutions ) - Co lor 
\ l I ( , ) 1 c c. KCN, , c c. ' RE.D-BROW!IT 
t of the ~ldehyde, 2 
drops of ferric chlo- 1 BROWN P 
' ride. 
I 
(2) Add to ~n ~ que - 1 
• PT. 
· aus solution of the INTENSE 
~ldehyde, ' drops of VIOLET. 
fe rric chlorid e. 
- - i 
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' . 
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